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OMEKA IN THE ARCHIVES
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BEFORE OMEKA: PHYSICAL EXHIBITS

ENTER OMEKA
 “Omeka is a free, flexible, and open source web-publishing
platform for the display of library, museum, archives, and
scholarly collections and exhibitions. Its “five-minute setup”
makes launching an online exhibition as easy as launching a
blog.”
 Separates website authoring and website creation
 Administrative interface: no HMTL, PHP, CSS required
 Backend: HTML, PHP, CSS required

OMEKA IN ACTION
Institutional archives: Centennial Memories at BGSU
User contributions to archives: April 16 Archive
Content management: Gothic Past
For the classroom: Making the History of 1989
In the classroom: Dick Dowling and Sabine Pass in History and
Memory
 International in scope and audience: Hong Kong’s War Crime
Trials Collection
 Exhibit building: Lincoln at 200






OMEKA.ORG VS. OMEKA.NET

Source: http://info.omeka.net/about/

THE PROS
 Open source – free!
 Enables a focus on content rather than programming and
infrastructure
 Built-in functionality to load items, create collections, craft
exhibits
 Metadata support
 Native support for a variety of media, including images, text,
audio, and video

THE CONS






Open source – not a lot of “vendor” support
No quick-and-dirty anything with Omeka.org
Digital preservation a challenge
Systems documentation vs. web publishing documentation
Out-of-the-box functionality (or lack thereof)

THE NUTS & BOLTS

MORE NUTS & BOLTS

AND MORE NUTS & BOLTS

IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES







IT Support
Web design
Custom functionality
Working with students
Working with permissions and going live
Time, Time, Time

REORIENTATION OF SPECIAL
COLLECTIONS
 Reaching out to patrons
 Encouraging collaboration
 Demonstrations for donors (past and prospective)

REORIENTING LIBRARIANS / ARCHIVISTS







Changing roles for librarians/archivists
Shifting from access to awareness
Shifting from processer to curator
Engaging subject specialties
Encourages creativity, research, and writing
Juries and assessment

COLLABORATION







Classes
Faculty
Of fice of Undergraduate Research
Interns / Field Work
Between librarians
Too much of a good thing

COPING WITH COLLABORATORS






Staggered schedule
Limit your partners
Limit meeting / work schedule to weekly
Assign an exhibit “producer”
Clearly delineate responsibilities

PDF: PATHWAYS TO RESEARCH

SHOWCASING BREADTH: FLORIDA WATER

SHOWCASING FORMATS: ORAL HISTORY

SHOWCASING DEPTH: SHEET MUSIC

INCREASED PROFILE

VALUE-ADDED EXHIBITS
Setting collections
to music

HARNESSING PHYSICAL EXHIBITS

MULTIPLE VOICES

SHOWCASING EXISTING RESOURCES

QUESTIONS

???

